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Wastewater
Competition

As the largest city in America not located on a navigable body

of water, Indianapolis has unique wastewater treatment needs. In

order to meet these needs, the city employs two wastewater treat-

ment plants located on the 
'White 

River, a small river that runs

through the heart of downtown Indianapolis. The first of these

facilities, the Belmont plant, was constructed in "1.924 and was

continually upgraded and expanded thereafter in order keep up

with the population, industrial, and commercial growth of the

city. In 1,965 the Southport plant was constructed nearby.

By 1.982 these facilities had reached capacity. Both showed signif-

icant signs of decay and lacked the technology to meet the rigorous

water standards established by the Clean 
'Water 

Act of 1'972 and

other subsequent federal and state regulations. These stringent new

standards required the plants to be capable of treating as many as 245

million gallons of wastewater a day while discharging their effluent
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into a very small body of water. Thus, with the help of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency (EPA) and the state, the ciry upgraded the

facilities to Advanced V/astewarer Treatment plants (AnilTs) through

a massive, $250 million renovation that provided the plants with

state-of-the-art equipment and dramatically improved their efficieno'

and capaciry.

Over the next eleven years, the two plants won numerous acco-
lades for innovation, safetS and overall outstanding performance.

To manS the operations represented government at its best.

Although the plants were in good condition, the ciry's waste-
water collection system was decaying badly. A 1,991, report issued
by the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce entitled "Gertrng

Indianapolis Fit for Tomorrow" identified more than

$144 million worth of much-needed improvemenrs to a long-
neglected sewage collection system. In addition, the city had not
raised sewer rates in over eight years. This combination put rhe
City-County Council in the unenviable position of having ro pro-

pose raising sewer usage rates by as much as 37 percent on

approximately eight hundred thousand consriruenrs.

At the same time, we knew that there were private companles

across the United States and around the world that performed

wastewater treatment. 
'We 

considered even the rank of "best in

class" to be somewhat meaningless, because comparisons could be
drawn only with other government-run facilities.

If successful, putting the A\7Ts and/or their managemenr into

the marketplace promised us a high-profile opportunity to demon-
strate the benefits of competition in providing city services.

Polit ical Environment

Not surprisinglg there were a number of political obstacles ro pn-
vate involvement in running something so vital to the city's enr.r-
ronment and the well-being of its citizens.
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Environmental groups clamored about accountabiliry and

insisted that private management and concern for the environment

could not coexist. Private managers' they argued, would cut cor-

ners and compromise environmental safery in order to maximize

profits.

state and federal environmental regulators were not entirely

enthusiastic, either. Many in the regional office of the EPA who

participated in the planning and creation of these plants had con-

cerns about private management. There was also some angst

among members of Indiana's Department of Environmental Man-

agement and the Department of Natural Resources, many of

whom tended to look upon private sector involvement as a criti-

cism of their historic leadership and management.

Several members of the City-County Council also doubted the

wisdom of private involvement in the administration of this criti-

cal function. Even within the corporate community there were

concefns, with major generators of waste wanting to make certain

that their rates were not raised and that existing pretreatment

requirements were kept in Place.

But the group most zealously opposed by far to outsourcing

management of the plants was the local AFSCME Union' Employ-

ees were terrified of what the quest for reducing costs would mean

to them. Cutting costs often means downsizing, and private com-

panies with better technology would likely be less dependent upon

manpower. 
'workers 

also suspected that even if they were retained,

the need to maximize profits would yield lower salaries and

reduced benefits.

There were also some interesting stakeholders that we failed to

anticipate. several of the local post-secondary educational insti-

tutions, many of which had both research and financial rela-

tionships with A\ilTs' had a stake in the outcome. Every

supplier-from chemicals to toilet paper-wondered whether that

relationship would be fractured by outsourcing. The sister union

20'l
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at fleet services, which maintains city-owned vehicles, was con-
cerned about where the vehicles used at the prant would be taken
for maintenance. The people who ran security at the plant wanted
to know whether they would be retained. All of a sudden, stake-
holders we had not even considered came out of the woodwork
and became important voices in the debate. communication
rapidly emerged as a critical element in executing the deal.

Examining the Options

In the spring of 'J.993the 
city established a bipartisan review com-

mittee to examine the city's options, which included selling the
plants outright, maintaining city ownership and contracting out
operations, and maintaining city ownership and operation. The
review committee in turn hired the consulting firm of Ernst &
Young to evaluate operations at the plants, examine all options,
and recommend a course of action, Another firm, Camp, Dresser,
6c McKee, was hired to perform a technical evaluation of the
plants.

Both studies concluded that the facilities were run effect-
ively and efficiently and noted the many awards the plants had
received. The studies also observed that user fees had nor
kept pace with costs, and recommended raising the fees in
order to reduce the need for other (property tax) dollars. Finally,
the studies found that the plants required significant capital
investments.

Ernst & Young predicted that contracting out management of
the plants would result in a mere 5 percent cost savings over opti-
mal city operation. Likewise, the firm concluded that plant staff
could be safely cut only by the same proportion.

so it was that our own consultants' study was used to club us
over the head. The Departmenr of public 'works 

AFSCME
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president, for example, took advantage of the situation br- stand-
ing up in a council meeting and reading verbatim from the reporr
all the points that favored keeping the operation rn-house.

Thus, although we believed that competition could produce

dramatically higher savings than our consulrants predicted, pur-
suing the competitive process in the face of a reporr u'e ourselr'es
had commissioned was awkward, to say the least. But we \{'ere
still convinced that competirion could improve any monopoll',

even if our A'WTs were "best in class." We decided the most thar
could be lost by putting the facilities into the competirive mar-
ketplace was a little bit of dignity and perhaps some political

capital. Had the marketplace verified that we were as good as
existing management claimed, we were prepared to celebrate
that success.

The Competitive Process

In May 1,993 the city of Indianapolis distribured a Request for

Qualifications (RFQs) to a wide range of prospective providers.

The city sought companies with demonstrated experience in man-
aging facilities of equal or greater complexity, world-class man-
agement talent and technological capability, a positive record of
working with employees at all levels and with unions in particu-

lar, and a strong record on environmental issues.
'We 

indicated to the existing A'WT management team that the
city would pay for legal, accounting, and management consulting

teams of their choosing. Union workers had the oprion of joining

the city managers in their bid, but opted not to for several reasons.
Relations at the plant between city managers and union workers
were not good, and union leadership did not expect management

to trim the bureaucratic bloat to the extent necessary to compete
against private proposals. Union leaders also made a strategic
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decision to forgo participation so that if necessary they could

block the competition by staging a public fight.
'We 

received qualification submissions from some of the largest

and best private operators in the world. Of the seven companies

that sought to participate in the process, we asked five for

proposals.

The Request for Proposals

Several critical issues required careful consideration, the most

obvious and important of which was that of control. Members of

the City-County Council were loathe to have their control over
plant operations diminished and worried about a lack of respon-

siveness and accountability from private management. Beyond

that, councilors, environmental groups, and the public at large

worried that the profit motive would undermine safety or

adversely affect rates.

Policy-making authority needed to remain in the hands of ciry

government. Rates would continue to be determined by members

of the City-County Council.
'We 

insisted that the new management meet or exceed previous

environmental standards. In the past, the plants had always dis-

charged effluent far cleaner than required by EPA regulations, and

now many worried that private management would allow envi-

ronmental quality to deteriorate right up to the edge of those stan-

dards in order to cut costs.

One of the compromises we had to make for not selling the
plants altogether was paying for capital investments. Prior to con-

tracting out the plants, the city put rogether a list of $22 million

in capital improvements the internal engineers viewed as neces-

sary. An outright sale of the plants would have relieved the city of

the responsibility for making the capital investments. However,
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tax laws, federal repayment options, and anxiery about the trans-

action limited the management contract to five years. City respon-

sibility for capital investments also had its detractors: opponents

of the deal predicted that such an arrangement would prompt ven-

dors to increase their capital spending in order to decrease their

maintenance obligations.

\7e decided that the city would continue to pay for the capital

investments while holding management responsible for preventive

maintenance, with a series of thresholds in the contract for what

constituted capital and noncapital items.

The Response

Any nervousness we felt following our consultant's report evapo-

rated when the city received its responses. Astonishingly, the pro-

posal entered by our own in-house team-which only weeks

before insisted that $30 million a year was the absolute minimum

amount required to run the plant-reduced that price by 10 per-

cent when subjected to competition.

The eventual winner, the tilThite River Environmental Partner-

ship (\(IREP), included Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux, a French partner

that is one of the largest providers of wastewater treatment in the

world, JMM Operational Services, Inc., a Denver-based company

with an impeccable reputation for environmental safery and a con-

trolling interest by the private Indianapolis'Water Company.

\7REP promised to cut costs by 40 percent, reduce the work

force at the plant by 37 percent, and save the city $55 million over

five years while matching or exceeding the previous environmen-

tal performance.

Unlike the city managers, the private firm guaranteed results. If

city management fell short of the savings they promised, they

could be fired, but that would be of little value to the ciry and its
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taxpayers. The private companies, on the other hand, had e

mous assets to back their promises.

The private vendor would take full responsibility of meeting

existing federal, state, and local requirements.

As for capital investments, WREP stunned us by coming ba

with capital plans smaller than our own. Rather than inflari

their estimated capital needs, the private proposals actua

promised to reduce our capital needs and at the same time assu

responsibility for all maintenance obligations.

\fhile ITREP agreed to pay comparable wages and benefirq

union leadership was taken aback by the reductions in work force-

Of the 321 workers, 
'WREP 

wished to retain fewer than 200. Io

response, the union reverted to a more traditional, adversarial

approach to privatization, mounting a highly visible campaign in

the media, meeting regularly with members of the City-Counry

Council, and forming coalitions with environmental groups and

others opposed to the outsourcing. The union also filed a lawsuit

against the city, and sought political intervention in \Tashington,

DC, with the EPA.

Transition

Although the wastewater treatment aspect of the transition from

public to private management went off without a hitch, the per-

sonnel side was a bit more complicated. Although'$7REP agreed

to accept and recognize the union, tough issues remained.

Under the agreement, WREP was required to interview everv

existing worker, but was not obligated to hire anyone. Any worker

who refused an offer from ITREP of a comparable job (with com-

parable defined as +l-L pay grade) was on his own. Of the 321

existing A'WT employees, WREP hired 1.96. At that point, the cin'.

the union, and 
'V7REP 

came together to design the "safety ner-

employment agreement.
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Those not hired by \7REP were offered a choice of a job with
the city in another department or a severance package. About half
of these workers opted for the severance package, rvhich included
employment counseling and out-placement help, r,l hile the other
half entered the safety net. Under the program, frfry employees not
hired at TJ7REP would be utilized on specific ciry proyects until reg-
ular union jobs opened through attrition.

Months earlier, we anticipated a workforce reduction at the
AlilfT plants and began banking vacancies at rhe city to help
absorb displaced workers. The city offered workers union jobs

within the city as rhey became available on the basis of senioriry.
For example, former A'WT employees, already familiar with the
sewer system, maintained sewer lines while awaiting a permanent
position elsewhere in city government. Within a year all safety net
workers had been placed.

Results

Two years into the contract, the cost savings to the city realized
by private management exceeded initial projecions, totaling

$22.6 million. \fREP made specific reductions in utility costs
(reduced by 20 percent), corrective maintenance costs (down 30
percent), and unanticipated capital expenditures (down 20 per-

cent). 
'I$(/ith 

respect to capital investments, WREP's attention to
preventive maintenance increased the reliability of the city's equip-
ment, resulting in fewer breakdowns and more dependable opera-
tion. Proposed savings on capital expenditures surpassed initial
estimates for an additional $4.2 million in savings over the five-
year contract. The city also received $57,010 in energy rebares
from the Indianapolis Power and Light Company in recognition of
the energy efficient morors designed and installed by WREp
personnel. WREP decreased the number of effluent violations
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by more than 50 percent compared to prior city operat

even as maximum flows hover some 27 percent above peak

capacity.

One of the efficiencies WREP rcalized is a dramatic imp

ment in the time it takes to process invoices to vendors.

ing to a Dun & Bradstreet review (February, 1.996),'WREP ran

in the top 1 percent of companies for providing on-time pa

within terms. Prompt processing provides opportunities for

businesses that cannot endure the capital strain of govern

purchasing, and creates pricing advantages from vendors who

not have to build interest mark-ups into their price quotes

secure business.

Minority- and women-owned businesses greatly benefited.
'1,995,22.7 percent of '$7REP purchases were made from minori
owned or women-owned firms-well above the targeted 12

cent rate and worth recognition by both the Indianapolis

Chamber of Commerce and the Indiana Regional Minority

plier Development Council.

In addition, WREP can take those minority firms into

markets. The city for example, cannot partner with a small I

firm and help it enter a new market in Chicago. But the pa

that comprise 
'S7REP 

can create opportunities for mi

businesses in other communities.

Accountability

Government's control today is greater than ever-the quality and

volume of the data are far beyond anything ever generated under
previous management. And the participation of the environmentd

community in our daily operations has been greatly enhanced-

ITREP created the AITT Advisory Group, comprised of indepen-

dent industry experts and environmentalists, which meets monrhly
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to review the operation of the plants and advise the city on long-

term needs and planning activities.

Work Force

The existing work force receives higher salaries, better benefits,

and more training. As of 1995 \7REP employees' raises and
bonuses averaged 4.1 percent increases, compared to the 2.65 per-

cent guaranteed for city union employees. Over the two-year
period in discussion, 1994 to 1996, VREP workers earned an
average of 4.89 percent more than they had in their former city
positions. And union grievances decreased from the previous aver-

age of thirty-eight per year under city management to one in 1994

and zero in 1.995.
rilThile the accident rate decreased 70 percent in the first year of

the contract, second-year figures show an additional 42 percent

decrease, demonstrating an overall 80 percent reduction in the

number of accidents per year. The decline in accidents also

resulted in a 9l percent reduction in lost work days and a 60 per-

cent reduction in restricted duty limitations. Increased plant safety

performance resulted in a tangible 8 percent reduction in workers'

compensation insurance rates for the company.

Conclusions

Not surprisingly the eighteen-month-long process of contracting

out the A'!7T facilities was too fast for many. For others, despite

the numerous public meetings and extensive television, radio, and

newspaper coverage, the process was not sufficiently public. In the

end, the criticism that we could have done more was impossible to

avoid and we were left struggling to find a reasonable balance

between talking and doing.
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providers, but to tlre

and international. I
"best in class" and

concepts, and there

should settle for the

In putting AWT operations into the marketplace, we learned

several valuable lessons that we have attempted to incorporaE

into subsequent competitive efforts. For example, the privatiza-

tion of the AWTs marked the first time the city brought in legisla-

tors early in a competitive effort.

I7e also learned that it was impossible to overcommunicate

with stakeholders, the council, and the general public on thesc

issues and that, despite the extraordinary amount of time it

required, daily communication with most stakeholders was essen-

tial to moving the process along.

The disparity between the consultant's cost savings estimates

and those realized by vendors led us to reexamine the role we

asked consultants to play in the competitive process. lilfe deter-

mined that there was linle point in hiring a consultant to tell us

how much a vendor would charge to provide a given service. A

more appropriate role for the consulting firms, we discovered, was

to have them assist in analyzing the proposals entered by vendors

and in ascertaining whether those proposals were realistic, based

on the quality and price of service those vendors were providing

at other locations.

Politically, the success of the privatization of the A\(ITs helped

lend credibility to our competitive approach, but beyond that it

produced relatively few direct benefits. The $55 million savings,

though, did allow us to avoid the proposed sewer user rate

increase, and produced additional dollars for our infrastructure

rebuilding program.

Privatizing operations of two exceedingly well-run facilities-

and improving environmental quality and saving millions in the

process-says something important about government bench-

marks: If you want to find out how well government is providing

a given service, do not compare yourself only to other government
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providers, but to the entire market-public and privare, domestic
and international. Especially where government is concerned,"best in class" and "best in the world" are two quite different
concepts' and there is no reason public officials and citizens
should settle for the former when the latter is readily available.
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